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Abstract 
While intrusion detection systems are becoming ubiquitous defenses in today's 
networks, currently we have no comprehensive and scientifically rigorous 
methodology to test the effectiveness of these systems.  This paper explores the 
types of performance measurements that are desired and that have been used in 
the past. We review many past evaluations that have been designed to assess these 
metrics.  We also discuss the hurdles that have blocked successful measurements 
in this area and present suggestions for research directed toward improving our 
measurement capabilities. 
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1.0 Introduction 
Within the last four years, the use of commercial intrusion detection system (IDS) 
technology has grown considerably, and IDSs are now standard equipment for 
large networks.  According to International Data Corp., the projected revenue 
from IDSs and related services is expected to rise to $443.5 million in the year 
2002 from an estimated $350 million in IDS revenue realized in 2001 [1]. Despite 
this enormous investment in IDS technology, no comprehensive and scientifically 
rigorous methodology is available today to test the effectiveness of these systems. 
Some might blame consumers for not demanding such effectiveness measures 
before purchasing IDSs. Some might also blame research-funding entities for not 
investing more money in this area. DARPA, which does fund research in 
measurement methodologies, is the exception.  However, quantitative IDS 
performance measurements are not available because there are research hurdles 
that must be overcome before we can create such tests.  This paper outlines the 
quantitative measurements that we need, the obstacles that are impeding progress 
to developing these measurements, and our ideas for research in IDS performance 
measurement methodology to overcome those obstacles.  
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2.0 Motivations for Quantitative Evaluations 
There are many potential customers for the results of quantitative evaluations of 
IDS accuracy. Acquisition managers need such information to improve the 
process of system selection, which is too often based only on the claims of the 
vendors and limited-scope reviews in trade magazines. Security analysts who 
review the output of IDSs would like to know the likelihood that alerts will result 
when particular kinds of attacks are initiated. Finally, R&D program managers 
need to understand the strengths and weaknesses of currently available systems so 
that they can effectively focus research efforts on improving systems, and 
measure their progress. 
 

3.0 Quantitatively Measurable IDS Characteristics 
In this section we list a partial set of measurements that can be made on IDSs. We 
focus specifically upon those measurements that are quantitative and that relate to 
detection accuracy.  
 
3.1 Coverage 
This measurement determines which attacks an IDS can detect under ideal 
conditions. For signature-based systems, this would simply consist of counting the 
number of signatures and mapping them to a standard naming scheme. For non-
signature based systems, one would need to determine which attacks out of the set 
of all known attacks could be detected by a particular methodology. The number 
of dimensions that make up each attack makes this measurement difficult.  Each 
attack has a particular goal (e.g. denial of service, penetration, or scanning), 
works against particular software running on particular versions of an operating 
systems or against a particular protocol, and leaves evidence or a trace in different 
locations.  Attacks may also depend upon the hardware of the system that is 
attacked, on the version of a protocol used, or on the mode of operation used (e.g. 
stealthiness techniques). Researchers emphasize a variety of different features in 
their measurement studies including:  the attack goal; the victim type’ the data 
that must be collected to obtain evidence of the attack; whether the attack uses 
stealthy IDS evasion techniques; and combinations of these features. The result is 
that some researchers define attacks with coarse granularity (and acknowledge 
that each attack has multiple targets and modes of operation), while others define 
attacks at the finest level of granularity (where each attack has a very specific 
target configuration and mode of operation). This disparity concerning the proper 
level of granularity for viewing attacks makes it difficult to count the number of 
attacks that an IDS detects and to compare the coverage of multiple IDSs. This  
problem is somewhat alleviated by the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 
(CVE), which is a standard list of virtually all known vulnerabilities [2].  
However, the CVE approach does not solve this problem when multiple attacks 
are used to exploit the same vulnerability using different approaches to evade IDS 
systems.  To address this issue, the CVE standards group has started a project to 
name attacks, but this work is still in the research stages. 
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Another problem with assessing the coverage of attacks is determining the 
importance of different attack types. Different sites may assign widely varying 
costs and importance to detecting different types of attacks.  Managers of E-
commerce sites may not be interested in detecting and analyzing a scan or 
surveillance attacks that are used to determine hosts and other resources on a 
network. Often these attacks have no effect on their business and often can not be 
prevented. E-commerce managers, however may be very interested in detecting 
the onset of distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks and in detecting 
successful host compromises or web defacements. This emphasis is differs from 
the approach of many commercial evaluations that include many probe and 
surveillance attacks. Military sites, however, may pay a great deal of attention to 
surveillance attacks in an attempt to determine precursors to more serious threats.  

In addition, most sites are not able to detect failed attacks seeking 
vulnerabilities that no longer exist on a site. Attacks may fail because operating 
systems have been patched and are no longer vulnerable to specific attacks, 
because systems with the required operating system do not exist, or because a 
firewall or other protective device blocks important attack components. A 
particular site may monitor only a few out of the thousands of current known 
vulnerabilities listed in the CVE, and those few will change as systems are 
replaced, patched, and reconfigured and as new vulnerabilities are discovered. A 
comprehensive evaluation with hundreds of old attacks that exploit patched 
vulnerabilities may not be applicable to a site running well maintained web 
servers. A more focused evaluation including the five most recent web and DNS 
attacks may be more suitable. 
 
3.2 Probability of False Alarms  
This measurement determines the rate of false positives produced by an IDS in a 
given environment during a particular time frame.  A false positive or false alarm 
is an alert caused by normal non-malicious background traffic. Some causes for 
Network IDS (NIDS) include weak signatures that: alert on all traffic to a high-
numbered port used by a backdoor; search for the occurrence of a common word 
such as “help” in the first 100 bytes of SNMP or other TCP connections; or detect 
common violations of the TCP protocol. They can also be caused by normal 
network monitoring and maintenance traffic generated by network management 
tools. It is difficult to measure false alarms because an IDS may have a different 
false positive rate in each network environment and there is no such thing as a 
“standard” network. Also, it is difficult to determine aspects of network traffic or 
host activity that will cause false alarms.  As a result, it may be difficult to 
guarantee that we can produce the same number and type of false alarms in an 
IDS test as are found in real networks.  Lastly, IDSs can be configured and tuned 
in a variety of ways in order to reduce the false positive rate.  This makes it 
difficult to determine which configuration of an IDS should be used for a 
particular false positive test. 

A Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve is an aggregate of the 
probability of false alarms and the probability of detection measurements.  We 
mention it because of its importance in the IDS testing community.  This curve 
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summarizes the relationship between two of the most important IDS 
characteristics: false positive and detection probability. In Figure 1, we show a 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve produced by two systems in an IDS 
test. The x axis shows the percentage of fa lse alarms produced during a test and 
the y axis shows the percent of detected attacks at any given false alarm 
percentage. Note that an IDS can be operated at any given point on the curve.  In 
this example, system 1 can be tuned to a variety of operating points while system 
2 would be difficult to configure because it has only one realistic operating point. 
By definition, a receiver operating characteristic curve shows probabilities on the 
x and y axes, but sometimes the unit of measurement for normal traffic is difficult 
to define. As a result, researchers have used false alarms per unit time on the x 
axis. A unit of measurement is required to determine the maximum number of 
false alarms that could occur over a given time period. This unit of measurement 
depends critically on how features are extracted in an IDS from the input data 
used and is difficult to determine for commercial IDSs and other black-box 
systems. For evaluation purposes, it is probably better to plot detection rate versus 
false alarms per unit time. These curves are not truly ROC curves, but they 
convey information of importance when analyzing and comparing IDSs. In Figure 
1, both systems were network-based IDSs, and the unit of measurement was the 
total number of packets transmitted over the network. The analysis assumed that, 
at worst, an IDS could issue one alert per packet, and the maximum number of 
alerts was the total number of packets transmitted. 
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Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve plotting the percentage attacks 
detected versus the percentage of false alarms. 
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An interesting aspect of ROC curves is that there is an optimal operating point for 
an IDS, given a particular network being monitored. However, to determine it, 
one must know the cost of a false alarm, the value of a correct detection, and the 
prior probabilities of normal and attack traffic. 
 
3.3 Probability of Detection 
This measurement determines the rate of attacks detected correctly by an IDS in a 
given environment during a particular time frame. The difficulty in measuring the 
detection rate is that the success of an IDS is largely dependent upon the set of 
attacks used during the test. Also, the probability of detection varies with the false 
positive rate, and an IDS can be configured or tuned to favor either the ability to 
detect attacks or to minimize false positives (see section 3.2 for an explanation of 
this).  One must be careful to use the same configuration during testing for false 
positives and hit rates. 

Further, an NIDS can be evaded by stealthy versions of attacks. An NIDS 
may detect an attack when it is launched in a simple straightforward manner, but 
not when even simple approaches to stealthiness are used.  Techniques used to 
make attacks stealthy include fragmenting packets, using various types of data 
encoding, using unusual TCP flags, encrypting attack packets, spreading attacks 
over multiple network sessions, and launching attacks from multiple sources [3, 
4]. 
 
3.4 Resistance to Attacks Directed at the IDS 
This measurement demonstrates how resistant an IDS is to an attacker's attempt to 
disrupt the correct operation of the IDS.  Attacks against an IDS may take the 
form of: 
1. Sending a large amount of non-attack traffic with volume exceeding the IDS’s 

processing capability. With too much traffic to process, an IDS may drop 
packets and be unable to detect attacks.  

2. Sending to the IDS non-attack packets that are specially crafted to trigger many 
signatures within the IDS, thereby overwhelming the IDS’s human operator 
with false positives or crashing alert processing or display tools.  

3. Sending to the IDS a large number of attack packets intended to distract the 
IDS’s human operator while the attacker instigates a real attack hidden under 
the “smokescreen” created by the multitude of other attacks. 

4. Sending to the IDS packets containing data that exploit a vulnerability within 
the IDS processing algorithms .  Such attacks will only be successful if the IDS 
contains a known coding error that can be exploited by a clever attacker. 
Fortunately, very few IDSs have had known exploitable buffer overflows or 
other vulnerabilities. 

 
3.5 Ability to Handle High Bandwidth Traffic 
This measurement demonstrates how well an IDS will function when presented 
with a large volume of traffic.  Most network-based IDSs will begin to drop 
packets as the traffic volume increases, thereby causing the IDS to miss a 
percentage of the attacks.  At a certain threshold, most IDSs will stop detecting 
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any attacks.  This measurement is almost identical to the “resistance to denial of 
service measurement” when the attacker sends a large amount of non-attack 
traffic to the IDS. The only difference is that this measurement calculates the 
ability of the IDS to handle particular volumes of normal background traffic.   
 
3.6 Ability to Correlate Events 
This measurement demonstrates how well an IDS correlates attack events. These 
events may be gathered from IDSs, routers, firewalls, application logs, or a wide 
variety of other devices.  One of the primary goals of this correlation is to identify 
staged penetration attacks. Currently, IDSs have only limited capabilities in this 
area. 
 
3.7 Ability to Detect Never Before Seen Attacks 
This measurement demonstrates how well an IDS can detect attacks that have not 
occurred before.  For commercial systems, it is generally not useful to take this 
measurement since their signature-based technology can only detect attacks that 
had occurred previously (with a few exceptions). However, research systems 
based on anomaly detection or specification-based approaches may be suitable for 
this type of measurement. Usually systems detecting attacks that had never been 
detected before produce more false positives than those that do not have this 
feature. 
 
3.8 Ability to Identify an Attack  
This measurement demonstrates how well an IDS can identify the attack that it 
has detected by labeling each attack with a common name or vulnerability name 
or by assigning the attack to a category. 
 
3.9 Ability to Determine Attack Success 
This measurement demonstrates if the IDS can determine the success of attacks 
from remote sites that give the attacker higher- level privileges on the attacked 
system. In current network environments, many remote privilege-gaining attacks 
(or probes) fail and do not damage the system attacked. Many IDSs, however, do 
not distinguish the failed from the successful attacks. For the same attack, some 
IDSs can detect the evidence of damages (whether the attack has succeeded) and 
some IDSs detect only the signature of attack actions (with no indication whether 
the attack succeeded or not). The ability to determine attack success is essential 
for the analysis of the attack correlation and the attack scenario; it also greatly 
simplifies an analyst’s work by distinguishing between more important successful 
attacks and the usually less damaging failed attacks. Measuring this capability 
requires the information about failed attacks as well as successful attacks. 
 
3.10 Capacity Verification for NIDS 
The NIDS demands higher- level protocol awareness than other network devices 
such as switches and routers; it has the ability of inspection into the deeper level 
of network packets. Therefore, it is important to measure the ability of a NIDS to 
capture, process and perform at the same level of accuracy under a given network 
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load as it does on a quiescent network. For example, Hall  [34] has proposed a test 
methodology and traffic metrics for standardized capacity benchmarking of 
NIDS. The NIDS customers can then use the standardized capacity test results for 
each metric and a profile of their networks to determine if the NIDS is even 
capable of sustaining inspection of the traffic. 
 
3.11 Other Measurements 
There are other measurements, such as ease of use, ease of maintenance, 
deployments issues, resource requirements, availability and quality of support etc. 
These measurements are not directly related to the IDS performance but may be 
more significant in many commercial situations. 
 

4.0 Existing IDS Testing Efforts 
IDS testing efforts vary significantly in their depth, scope, methodology, and 
focus.  Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of some of the more developed 
efforts listed in chronological order. This table demonstrates that evaluations have 
increased in complexity over time to include more IDSs and more attack types, 
such as stealthy and denial of service (DoS) attacks. Only research evaluations 
have included novel attacks designed specifically for the evaluation, evaluated the 
performance of anomaly detection systems, and generated ROC curves. 
Evaluations of commercial systems have included measurements of performance 
under high traffic loads. Traffic loads were generated using real high-volume 
background traffic mirrored from a live network and also with commercial load-
testing tools. The remainder of this section provides details concerning all the 
evaluations shown in Table 1, as well as for a few other more limited evaluations. 
Evaluations of research systems are described first, followed by descriptions of 
commercial system evaluations.  
 
4.1 University of California at Davis (UCD) 
Early research efforts at the University of California at Davis led to the first IDS 
testing platform that automatically launched attacks using interactive telnet, FTP, 
and rlogin sessions [5]. Scripts of normal and attack sessions were launched 
during tests that evaluated that ability of an IDS to distinguish intrusions from 
normal behavior and to operate when the computer running the IDS was under 
high load. An early network intrusion detection system called the Network 
Security Monitor (NSM) [6], which uses keyword matching to detect attacks in 
network traffic, was evaluated. The evaluation used a few attacks including 
password guessing, transmitting a password file to a remote host, and exploiting a 
vulnerability in the load module program to obtain super user status on a Unix 
machine. NSM missed some of these attacks until additional keywords were 
added. Under high CPU loads, it dropped packets and did not successfully detect 
attacks. 
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4.2 IBM Zurich 
A similar IDS testing platform, not included in Table 1 (detail data not available), 
was developed at the IBM Zurich Research Laboratory to support IDS research 
[7]. Automated attacks and background traffic were generated as in [5] and used 
to improve IDS systems that were designed to detect attacks against FTP servers. 
Background traffic was generated only for FTP servers, and a small number of 
FTP attacks were scripted. It was noted that initial low detection and high false 
alarm rates were improved by cyc lical repeatable testing and that generating 
realistic normal background traffic was complex and time-consuming. A focus of 
this effort was an attempt to completely automate the tasks required to run an 
evaluation. 
 
4.3 MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) 
MIT/LL has performed the most extensive quantitative IDS testing to date. 
Sponsored by the Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA), MIT/LL conducted large-scale testing of research IDSs in 1998 and 
1999 [8, 9, 10]. The 1999 evaluation effort used a test bed, which generated live 
background traffic similar to that on an Air Force base containing hundreds of 
users on thousands of hosts. More than 200 instances of 58 attack types (including 
stealthy and novel attacks) were embedded in seven weeks of training data and 
two weeks of test data. Different from their 1998 evaluation, the 1999 evaluation 
was designed primarily to measure the ability of systems to detect new attacks 
without first training on instances of these attacks. Automated attacks were 
launched against three UNIX victim machines (SunOS, Solaris, Linux), Windows 
NT hosts, and a router in the presence of background traffic. Detection rates for 
attacks, false alarm rates for background traffic, and ROC curves were generated 
for more than 18 research IDS systems and attack categories including DoS, 
probe, remote-to-local, and user-to-super-user attacks. Attacks were counted as 
detected if an IDS produced an alert for the attacked machine that indicated traffic 
or actions on a victim host generated by the attack.  An analysis of attack 
identification was also performed to determine if IDSs could provide the correct 
name for old attacks and attack details including the IP source address, ports used, 
and beginning and end of the attack. In addition, detailed analyses of detections 
and high-scoring false alarms were performed for a smaller number of high-
performance systems to determine why specific attacks were missed. Results 
demonstrated that a combination of network and host-based approaches would 
have provided the best attack coverage. Also, novel attacks are difficult to detect 
because signatures do not generalize to new attacks and because network 
protocols or host audit logs were not analyzed sufficiently to extract attack 
evidence. Systems that detected old attacks could provide the correct names for 
these attacks and provide accurate information on the attack source, protocols, 
and ports used.  

The MIT/LL evaluations resulted in the development of an intrusion 
detection corpus tha t includes weeks of background traffic and host audit logs, 
and hundreds of labeled and documented attacks. This corpus, used extensively 
by researchers, has been used as part of a data mining competition [11], and was 
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recently posted to a public web site [12]. This data has been used by Anzen 
Computing [13] to evaluate five commercial IDSs. Network tcpdump packet 
traces from the MIT/LL corpus were played back on a testbed in real time past 
commercial products, and truth markings were used to score output alerts. In 
addition, traffic for a few attacks was modified to determine whether the 
commercial systems were susceptible to the IDS evasion techniques described in 
[3]. The best commercial system detected only about half of the 43 attacks used, 
and three of the five commercial systems were not susceptible to IDS evasion 
techniques. Recent extensions of the MIT/LL evaluations led to a new corpus 
containing traffic produced by two complex distributed denial of service attacks 
and an evaluation testbed entitled LARIAT that automates most of the tasks 
required for real- time evaluations [14]. A review of the MIT/LL evaluations [15] 
suggests further extensions including more detailed analyses of reasons for misses 
and false alarms, development of calibrated sets of background traffic, inclusion 
of commercial products, and use of many more attacks. 
 
4.4 Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 
AFRL, also under DARPA funding, participated with MIT/LL in the 1998 and 
1999 evaluations of research IDS’s. Their approach was similar to MIT/LL (they 
used some of MIT/LL’s traffic and attack generation software ) but focused upon 
testing IDSs in real-time in a more complex hierarchical network environment. 
IDS systems were installed in a testbed, four hours of background traffic were 
run, and attacks were launched against hosts in the midst of this background 
traffic. AFRL simulated a large network by developing software (also used by 
MIT/LL) to dynamically assign arbitrary source IP addresses to individual 
network sessions running on testbed computers. The 1998 test [16] evaluated 
three mature research signature-based IDSs and a government off- the-shelf 
(GOTS) baseline system similar to NSM [6]. Research systems had substantially 
lower false alarm rates than the GOTS system, but overall attack detection 
accuracy was still roughly only 25% at acceptable low false alarm rates. Further 
real-time evaluations were performed in 1999 on the same testbed, but no 
publications are currently available that describe this work. A summary briefing 
to DARPA noted that 1999 evaluations included commercial IDS systems, more 
complex background traffic, and a wider range of attacks and research systems.  
 
4.5 MITRE 
The MITRE Corporation [17] hosted the Intrusion Detection Fly-Off, one of the 
earliest evaluations of commercial and government-developed IDSs.  This activity 
was an investigation into the characteristics and capabilities of network-based 
IDSs. Seven IDSs were tested using a two-phase approach. Phase I included 
relatively simple attacks using tools such as SATAN. This phase gave IDS 
operators an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the IDSs, and gave 
attackers an opportunity to practice attacking the systems. Phase II was designed 
to simulate a determined attack, involving both simple and more complex, 
stealthy attacks. Qualitative results were generated according to the following 
categories: real- time alerting capabilities; reporting capabilities; off- line analysis 
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capabilities; response capabilities; and remote management system. These 
analyses revealed weaknesses in the implementation and stability of some of the 
systems tested. Two of the commercial systems tested detected many more low-
level attacks than the three government-developed systems, presumably because 
they had many more signatures for these attacks. The government-developed 
systems, however, were better suited to detecting and analyzing high- level attacks 
performed during interactive sessions. Attackers, given knowledge of the 
signatures used in the IDSs, were able to create stealthy attacks that were not 
detected.  
 
4.6 Neohapsis/Network-Computing 
Since 1999, Network Computing magazine has sponsored evaluation of  
commercial intrusion detection products by Neohapsis Laboratories[18-20]. The 
most recent review [20] included 13 commercial IDSs and the open-source Snort 
IDS [21]. These reviews assess performance under highly realistic traffic loads 
and have grown in complexity over the years. Qualitative results focus on 
practical characteristics including ease-of-use of the management framework, 
stability, cost effectiveness, signature quality/depth, and ease of customization. 
Quantitative results include the number of attacks detected [18-20] and sometimes 
the maximum traffic rates that can be handled before the IDS starts dropping 
packets, fails to perform signature checking, or fails to reassemble fragmented 
packets [19].    Table 1 shows characteristics of the most recent evaluation [20]. 
Realistic background traffic was created by mirroring traffic from DePaul 
University in Chicago onto an isolated testbed network. This traffic was from a 
backbone network with roughly 10,000 hosts and traffic rates of 30- to 88-M 
bits/sec and 5,000 to 7,000 packets per second. The evaluation showed that only 
seven of the IDSs tested could operate at these high traffic loads and that one 
crashed after only a few minutes. No careful analysis was made of false alarm 
rates. Nine recent attacks were launched against eight network IDSs. One detected 
all nine attacks, two detected only two attacks, and the other six detected from 
five to eight attacks. Each IDS was scored in the areas of management 
framework, signature quality/depth, stability of engine, cost-effectiveness, and 
customization. Detailed tables were also provided for each IDS, including features 
such as availability of a back-end database API, ability to reassemble fragmented 
packets and TCP streams, automatic signature update capabilities, availability of 
CVE cross references for signatures, and ability to log and display offending 
packets. A somewhat surprising result is that the open-source Snort IDS was rated 
third, an outcome that was better than 7 of the 9 commercial products tested. 
  
4.7 The NSS Group 
The NSS Group evaluated IDSs and vulnerability scanners in 2000 and 2001. The 
report of the 2001 IDS evaluation [22] includes 15 commercial IDS products and 
the open-source Snort IDS [21]. The bulk of this report presents detailed 
information for each IDS on its architecture, ease of installation and 
configuration, and the types of reporting and analysis provided.  Twelve IDSs 
were compared using either 18 or 66 commonly available exploits including port 
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scans, DoS, Distributed DoS, Trojans, Web, FTP, SMTP, POP3, ICMP, and 
Finger attacks. Attacks were counted as detected only when they were reported 
“in as straightforward and clear a manner as possible.” Attack detection rates 
were measured on a 100 M bits/s network with no traffic and with small (64 byte), 
real-world, and large (1514 byte) packets that consumed 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 
and 100% of the network bandwidth.  In addition, IDS attack detection for fewer 
attacks (7 to 8) was measured using packet manipulation IDS evasion techniques 
described in [3] and HTTP syntax manipulation provided by a tool designed to 
hide web attacks called “whisker.” Vulnerability to two tools named “stick” and 
“snot” designed to generate packets that elicit false alarms on IDSs was also 
determined. Attack detection rates are difficult to compare to other studies 
because correct detection required correct labeling and not simply detection. 
Detection rates with no traffic were high and above 80% for all but two IDSs. 
Detection rates fell off dramatically for some systems under high traffic loads, but 
remained high for others. Most systems were not vulnerable to the IDS evasion 
techniques tested and did not respond to tools designed to produce false alarms.  
 
4.8 Network World Fusion 
A more limited review of five commercial IDSs was reported by Network World 
Fusion magazine [23]. This review discussed ease of setup and use as well as 
features, but it also evaluated detection accuracy using 27 common attacks 
launched against three victim machines. These included stealthy web attacks 
generated using the “whisker” attack tool. Systems were tested using no 
background traffic and with artificially-generated loads of 40 M bits/sec (9,700 
packets/sec), 60 M bits/sec (14,200 packets/sec), and 90 M bits/sec (67,000 
packets/sec) on a 100 M bit/sec testbed network. Under no load, from roughly 
78% to 93% of the 27 attacks were detected. Under the highest load of 90 M 
bits/sec, performance degraded substantially. Detection accuracy fell to 15% for 
one system and ranged from 63% to 78% for the other four. 
 
 
 MITRE 

1997 
UC  
Davis 
1997 

MIT 
/LL 
1998 

MIT 
/LL 
1999 

AFRL 
1998 

Neo- 
hapsis  
2001  

NSS 
2001 

Network  
World 
2001 

Attacks  
Number of 
Attacks 

>10 4 38 56 19 9 66 27 

Number of 
victims  

6 1 4 5 4 3 3 3 

New/Novel 
Attacks 

  √  √      

Stealthy Attacks √  √  √  √   √  √  √  
DoS Attacks √   √  √  √   √  √  
Metrics  
Probability of 
False Alarms  

  √  √ √     

Probability of 
Detection 

  √  √  √  √  √  √  
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Receiver 
Operating Curve 

  √  √  √     

Perf. Under High 
Traffic  

     √  √  √  

Background 
traffic 

 

Real      √    

Generate on 
Testbed 

 √  √  √  √  √  √  √  

ID Systems  
Number 7 1 10 19 4 14 16 5 
Commercial √      √  √  √  
Signature √  √  √  √  √  √  √  √  
Anomaly   √  √      

Network √  √  √  √  √  √  √  √  
Host   √  √  √  √  √   
 

Table 1: Characteristics of IDS tests 
 

5.0 Challenges of IDS Testing 
There are several aspects of IDSs that make IDS testing challenging. 
 
5.1 Difficulties in Collecting Attack Scripts and Victim Software  
One problem that has inhibited progress in this field is the difficulty of collecting 
attack scripts and victim software.  It is difficult and expensive to collect a large 
number of attack scripts.  While such scripts are widely available on the Internet, 
it takes time to find relevant scripts to a particular testing environment. Once a 
script is identified, our experience is that it takes roughly one person-week to 
review the code, test the exploit, determine where the attack leaves evidence, 
automate the attack, and integrate it into a testing environment. As shown in 
Table 1, the number of attack types used in evaluations performed in 2001 ranges 
from 9 [20] to 66 [22], and many evaluations are heavily weighted towards scan 
and reconnaissance attacks due to the availability of these tools. A related 
problem is that it is difficult (but seemingly necessary) to collect appropriate 
victim software associated with each attack script.  Often the various scripts only 
work against very specific version numbers of software that is difficult to obtain.  
The software itself may be difficult to obtain due to the expense or possibly the 
obscurity of the software. In addition, older vulnerable versions of the software 
may not be easily obtainable from the vendor. Vulnerable software is necessary 
for these evaluations and attack packets (or host audit logs) can’t simply be fed 
into an IDS. Without information about the features used to detect attacks, the 
only way to determine whether an attack is detected is to successfully run the 
attack. 
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5.2 Differing Requirements for Testing Signature Based vs. Anomaly Based 
IDSs 
Although most commercial IDSs are signature based, many research systems are 
anomaly-based, and it would be ideal if an IDS testing methodology would work 
for both of them. This is especially important since we would like to compare the 
performance of upcoming research systems to existing commercial ones. 
However, creating a single test to cover both types of systems presents some 
problems.  First anomaly-based systems require normal traffic for training that 
does not include attacks. The MIT/LL 1999 evaluation [9,10], provided this type 
of training data specifically to train anomaly detection systems, but it was not 
available for other evaluations. Anomaly based-systems also may learn artifacts 
of the testing methodology and thereby perform well without actually detecting 
any real attacks.  This may happen when all the attacks in a test are launched from 
a particular user, IP address, subnet, or MAC address. However, anomaly systems 
may learn subtle characteristics that are hard to predetermine such as packet 
window size, ports, typing speed, command set used, TCP flags, or connection 
durations which enable them to perform artificially well in the test environment. 
Conversely, testing signature based IDSs also presents some problems.  Each 
signature based IDS detects a particular set of attacks.  This means that the 
performance of a signature-based IDS in a test will, to a large degree, reflect the 
set of attacks used in the test.  This presents a problem since researchers must 
decide which attacks to include, and this decision may arbitrarily favor one of the 
tested systems.  To a lesser extent, anomaly systems can also have this problem 
since they will only process certain data streams when looking for attacks and 
they can't detect attacks in the unexamined data streams.  
 
5.3 Differing Requirements for Testing Network Based vs. Host Based IDSs 
Testing host based IDSs presents some difficulties not present when testing 
network based IDSs.  In particular, network based IDSs can be tested in an off-
line manner by creating a log file containing TCP traffic and then replaying that 
traffic to IDSs, as reported in [8-13]. This is convenient as all of the IDSs do not 
have to be tested at the same time, and the repeatability of the test is easy to 
achieve.  Alternately, host based IDSs use a variety of system inputs in order to 
determine whether or not a system is under attack. This set of inputs changes 
between IDSs. Also, host based IDSs are designed to monitor a host as opposed to 
a single data feed (like network based IDSs). This makes it difficult to replay 
activity from log files in order to test a host based IDS. Since it is difficult to test 
a host based IDS in an off- line manner, researchers must explore more difficult 
real-time testing.  Real-time testing presents problems of repeatability and 
consistency between runs. 
 
5.4 Four Approaches to Using Background Traffic in IDS Tests 
Most IDS testing approaches can be classified in one of four categories with 
regard to their use of background traffic: testing using no background traffic/logs, 
testing using real traffic/logs, testing using sanitized traffic/logs, and testing using 
simulated traffic/logs. While there may be other valid approaches, most 
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researchers find it necessary to choose among these categories when designing 
their experiments.  Furthermore, it is not yet clear which approach is the most 
effective for testing IDSs since each has unique advantages and disadvantages. 
 
Testing using no background traffic/logs 
Many evaluations [19,22,23] test IDSs using no background traffic as a reference 
condition. In such experiments, an IDS is set up on a host or network on which 
there is no activity.  Then, computer attacks are launched on this host or network 
to determine whether or not the IDS can detect the attacks. This technique can 
determine an IDS hit rate but can say nothing about false positives. This approach 
is useful for verifying that an IDS has signatures for a set of attacks and that the 
IDS can properly label each attack.  Furthermore, testing schemes using this 
approach are often much less costly to implement than the ones that include, 
sanitize, or create background traffic or logs.  
 
However, one drawback is that tests using this scheme are based on the implicit 
assumption that an IDSs ability to detect an attack is same regardless of 
background activity. At low levels of background activity it is not known whether 
or not this assumption is true (although we believe that it is). At high levels of 
background activity we know that IDSs performance often degrades (e.g. see [19, 
22, 23] and thus the assumption may no longer be true.  
 
Testing using real traffic/logs 
Some researchers have tested IDSs by injecting attacks into a stream of real 
background activity [20]. This is a very effective approach for determining the hit 
rate of an IDS given a particular level of background activity. Hit rate tests using 
this technique may be well received because the background activity is real and it 
contains all of the anomalies and subtleties of background activity.   Furthermore, 
this technique enables the comparison of IDS hit rates at differing levels of 
activity.  
 
However, there are some drawbacks to using this technique: 
1. It is usually not possible to have a repeatable test using real traffic since it is 

difficult politically and technically to store and replay large amounts of real 
traffic (especially in a backbone environment). Current hardware has trouble 
replaying network packets at speeds of over 100 Mb/sec and attempts to 
parallelize this process results in packet sequencing problems. 

2. These experiments usually use a small set of victim machines that are set up for 
the sole purpose of being attacked during the test.  Some IDSs may be able to 
detect that only these machines are attacked and thus artificially elevate their 
performance in the test.  This is not a problem with most commercial systems 
but it does exist with many anomaly based research systems. 

3. The real background activity used may contain anomalies unique to the 
network, which somehow favor one IDS over another. This could happen if a 
test network heavily used a particular protocol that was processed more deeply 
by a particular IDS.  The IDS, which processes one protocol primarily, may 
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then miss other attacks that it should detect. 
4. It is difficult to use this technique to determine false positive rates (and ROC 

curves).  It is virtually impossible to guarantee the identification of all of the 
attacks that naturally occurred in the background activity, and this limitation 
hinders false positive rate testing.  However, we hope that in practice it will 
become possible to use real traffic to determine false positive rates by manual 
analysis of the traffic logs, in addition to using statistical sampling techniques 
(to reduce the manual workload). Even with manual analysis, it will be 
impossible to guarantee that all attacks have been found, and some 
assumptions/approximations will have to be made. 

5. It is difficult to publicly distribute the test since there are privacy concerns 
related to the use of real background activity. 

6. Replay may damage the timings unless the replay honors the timestamps and 
the tecdump records (for TCP/IP NIDS) the timestamps to a granularity that is 
sufficiently fine. 

 
Testing using sanitized traffic/logs 
To overcome the political and privacy problems of using, analyzing, and/or 
distributing real background activity; some researchers have proposed using 
sanitized background activity.  Examples of sanitized traffic are cleansed TCP 
packet headers used in studies [24]. These headers were recorded during normal 
traffic for use in modeling network statistics and not to evaluate intrus ion 
detection systems. In this approach, real background activity is prerecorded and 
then sanitized to remove any sensitive data.  Then, attack data is injected within 
the sanitized data stream. This can be accomplished either by replaying the 
sanitized data and running attacks concurrently or by separately creating attack 
data and then inserting this data into the sanitized data. The advantage of this 
approach is that the test data can be freely distributed and the test is repeatable.  
 
However, some difficulties exist when using this approach: 
1. Sanitization attempts may end up removing much of the content of the 

background activity thus creating a very unrealistic environment.  
2. Sanitization attempts may fail causing an accidental release of sensitive data. 

This scenario is very possible since it is infeasible for a human to verify the 
sanitization of a large volume of data.  We feel that this risk is one that most 
organizations will not tolerate for the sake of a research project. 

3. Since attacks have to be injected somewhat artificially into the sanitized data 
stream (regardless of the method used), the attacks will not realistically interact 
with the background activity. For example, buffer overflow attacks may be 
launched against a web server and cause the server to crash, but normal 
background requests to the web server may continue. This lack of interaction 
between the attacks and the background activity could be a problem when 
testing IDSs.  

4. When sanitizing real traffic, it may be difficult to remove attacks that existed in 
the data stream.  If one is merely testing hit rates, then having unidentified 
attacks in the data is an inconvenience but not a major problem.  However, 
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having unidentified attacks in the background activity would pose a problem 
for any false positive testing. Further, sanitizing data may remove information 
needed to detect attacks. 

 
Testing by generating traffic on a testbed network 
The most common approach to testing IDSs is to create a testbed network with 
hosts and network infrastructure that can be successfully attacked and to generate 
background traffic on this network [5, 7, 8-10, 12, 16, 19, 22, 23]. The testbed 
network includes victims of interest with background traffic generated by 
complex traffic generators that model the actual network traffic statistics [8-10]. 
Simpler commercial traffic generators can also be used to create a small number 
of packet types at a high rate [19, 22, 23].  Network traffic and host audit logs can 
be recorded in such a testbed for later playback [8-10,12] or evaluations can be 
performed in real time [16, 22, 23]. An advantage of this approach is that the data 
can be distributed freely since it does not contain any private or sensitive 
information.  Another advantage is that we can guarantee that the background 
activity does not contain any unknown attacks since we created the background 
activity using the simulator. Lastly, IDS tests using simulated traffic are usually 
repeatable since one can either replay previously generated background activity or 
have the simulator regenerate the same background activity that was used in a 
previous test. This kind of test would appear to be one of the best since you can 
test both hit rates and false positive rates and use them to create ROC curves. 
 
However, there are several difficulties to this approach: 
1. It is very costly and difficult to create a simulation. 
2. It may be difficult to simulate a high bandwidth environment due to resource 

constraints. 
3. The need for different types of traffic to model various networks; for example, 

USAF traffic differs from traffic on academic networks. 
 

6.0 IDS Testing Research Recommendations 
This section presents a variety of research recommendations in the area of IDS 
testing.  We first present recommendations for improving data sets and then 
present recommendations for enhancing metrics. 
 
6.1 Shared Datasets 
There is a great need for IDS testing datasets that can be shared openly between 
multiple organizations.  There are very few such datasets that have even semi-
realistic data or have the attacks within the background traffic labeled.  Existing 
datasets [12, 29] have been used frequently by researchers. Without such 
shareable datasets IDS researchers must either expend enormous resources 
creating proprietary datasets or use fairly simplistic data for their testing.   
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6.2 Attack Traces 
In section 5 we pointed out that it was difficult and expensive to collect a large set 
of attacks scripts for the purposes of IDS testing. A possible alternative is to use 
attack "traces" instead of real attacks.  Attack traces are the log files that are 
produced when an attack is launched and that specify exactly what happened 
during the attack.  Such traces usually consist of files containing network packets 
or systems logs that correspond  to an instance of an attack.  We need a better 
understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of replaying such traces as a 
part of an IDS test. In addition, there is a great need to provide the security 
community with a large set of attack traces. Such information could be easily 
added to and would greatly augment existing vulnerability databases such as [25] 
or [26]. The resulting vulnerability/attack trace databases would aid IDS testing 
researchers and would also provide valuable data for IDS developers. 
 
6.3 Cleansing Real Data 
Real data generally cannot be distributed due to privacy and sensitivity issues. 
Research into methods to remove the confidential data within background traffic 
while preserving the essential features of the traffic could enable the use of such 
data within IDS tests. Such an advance would alleviate the need for researchers to 
spend additional effort creating expensive simulated environments. 
 
Another problem with real background data is that it may contain attacks about 
which we know nothing.  It is possible, however, that such attacks could be 
automatically removed. One idea is to collect a trace of events in the real world 
and use a simulation system to produce data similar to those in the collected trace. 
The simulator would use its traffic generation routines to approximate the real 
world trace. After the creation and storage of the simulated activity, the original 
collected traces could be discarded.  Thus, we have a system that can model real 
world environments with the model only restricted by the complexity of the 
simulator. Since the test data is created by the simulation system with only a 
model of the system being simulated, traffic in the trace that does not conform to 
the specified model (and that the simulator can thus not reproduce), such as 
attacks, would be filtered out by default.  In addition, there should no longer be 
any concern about privacy issues since the traces that drive the simulator would 
contain only traffic summaries and not proprietary traffic content. 
 
6.4 Sensor and Detector Alert Datasets 
Some intrusion correlation systems do not use a raw data stream (like network or 
audit data) as input, but instead rely upon alerts and aggregated information 
reports from IDSs and other sensors [27, 28].  We need to develop systems that 
can generate realistic alert log files for testing correlation systems. A solution is to 
deploy real sensors and to “sanitize” the resulting alert stream by replacing IP 
addresses. Sanitization in general is difficult for network activity traces but it is 
relatively easy in this special case since alert streams use well defined formats and 
generally contain little sensitive data (the exception being IP addresses and 
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possibly passwords). Alternately, some statistical techniques for generating 
synthetic alert datasets from scratch are presented by [14].  
 
6.5 Real-Life Performance Metrics 
ROC curves are created by stepping through alerts emitted by the detector in 
order of confidence or severity.  The goal is to show how many alerts must be 
analyzed to achieve a certain level of performance and, by applying costs, to 
determine an optimal point of operation.  The confidence or severity-based ROC 
curve however is not a good indicator of how the intrusion detection system will 
perform with an intelligent human administrator sitting at the console.  The 
human administrator does not consider the IDS alerts alone, but can make use of 
additional information such as network maps, user trouble reports, and learned 
knowledge of common false alarms when considering which alerts to analyze 
first.  Thus the “alert ordering” used as a basis of the ROC is often not realistic.  A 
further problem is that few current detection systems output a continuous range of 
scores but instead output only a few priorities (low/medium/high).  Thus the ROC 
consists of only a few very coarse points. 
 
It might be useful to use alert type, source and/or destination IP address along 
with severity or confidence to order a set of IDS alerts for the purpose of 
estimating cost and performance of a detector.  Alerts could be ordered in “bins” 
either in the order that an administrator will examine them or the reverse (the 
order in which they will be "tuned" out and ignored).  Then the ROC-like curve 
could be plotted by considering alerts in that order and plotting a point for each 
bin.  One example would be to place alerts in bins by alert type and Internet-side 
IP address and to order them by the number of alerts in each bin.  Often an 
administrator will dismiss very frequently occurring alerts as false alarms by 
analyzing only a few alerts of a particular type or source and then ignoring (or 
writing a rule to drop) all subsequent similar alerts.  The ROC-like plot could be 
created to show the number or percentage of attacks that would be tuned out or 
missed as a result of ignoring each subsequent alert type, source, or combination.  
The curve could provide a much more realistic basis for comparing attack 
detection and false alarm performance and for estimating the cost of using the  
intrusion detection product at various levels of performance. 
 
6.6 New Technologies  
Newly evolving technologies in IDS include: “meta-IDS” technologies [30] that 
attempt to ease the burden of cross-vendor data management; “IDS appliances “ 
[31] that promise increased processing power and more robust remote 
management capabilities; and “Application- layer” technologies [32] that filter 
potential attack traffic to downstream scanner on dedicated network segments. 
These “new directions” focus on new technologies for enterprises or service 
providers [33] and represent examples of research efforts to solve the difficulties 
of false positives, traffic bottlenecks and distinguishing serious attacks from 
nuisance alarms. 
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7.0 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have described some of the previous efforts to measure IDS 
accuracy, and we have outlined some of the difficulties that have been 
encountered. We believe that a periodic, comprehensive evaluation of IDSs could 
be valuable for acquisition managers, security analysts and R&D program 
managers. However, because both normal and attack traffic are so variable from 
site to site, and because normal and attack traffic evolve over time, these 
evaluations will likely be complex and expensive to conduct. To enable 
evaluations to be made more efficiently, we recommend that the community find 
ways to create, label, share and update relevant data sets containing normal and 
attack activity.  
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